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General equations are derived for the noise figure of a frequency converter

using a p-n junction diode with arbitrary minority-carrier storage. A p-n

junction with a purely capacitivc nonlinear admittance permits, theoreti-

cally, noiseless amplification. Structures are suggested for approximating

this ideal. A diffused silicon junction diode gave 9 db of gain with a 2-db

noise figure in converting 460 to 9375 mc and gave a 3-db noise figure as a

6000-mc negative-resistance amplifier. Nonlinear-resistance diodes cannot

amplify but can give low-noise frequency conversion if the local-oscillator

drive produces a sharply pulsed current waveform in the diode.

I. INTRODUCTION

The shot noise output of any p-n junction device in any circuit can be

calculated by enumerating the possible hole and electron motions and

summing the noise energies delivered to the load. This method of analy-

sis will be illustrated by applying it to the dc-biased p-n junction (Sec-

tion IX). A more complicated example, and the principle topic of this

paper, is the general p-n junction frequency converter (Section XI).

The technological significance of two kinds of semiconductor diodes

used as frequency converters will be discussed briefly. Section II will

explain how this theory of shot noise stimulated the recent development

of low-noise microwave amplifiers using the nonlinear capacitance of

p-n junctions. Section III mentions the nonlinear resistor, for which shot

noise appears to be a vital problem.

The "particle-method" formulation of p-n junction theory in terms

of the statistics of individual carrier motions (Section VI) is an alterna-

tive to the diffusion equations ordinarily used in the analysis of p-n junc-

tions. Either approach leads directly to the impedance of the junction

* Supported in part by the U. S. Army Signal Corps under contract DA 36-039

sc-5589. Preliminary reports of this work were given at the Microwave Crystal

Rectifier Symposium, Fort Monmouth, N. J., February 1956, and the I.R.E^-

A. I. E.E. Semiconductor Device Research Conference, Boulder, Colo., July, 1957.
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(Sections VII and VIII) and to the small-signal transmission properties

of frequency converters (Section X). However, the particle method is

the most direct way to calculate shot noise.

After the general equations for noise figure are derived in Section XI,

the consequences for nonlinear capacitors and nonlinear resistors are dis-

cussed in Sections XII and XIII. One of the virtues of the analysis is

the possibility of relating impedances and noise without regard to the

structure of the p-n junction. However, a few examples of nonlinear-

capacitor structures are given in Section XII.

As explained in Sections IV and V, the particle method and the diffu-

sion equation method deal with just one aspect of p-n junction phe-

nomena: minority-carrier effects, which have varying importance, de-

pending upon the device and its use. Minority carrier effects are nowhere

more important than in p-n junction transistors. Thus, the particle

method is an excellent way to calculate the shot noise in transistors,

although such a calculation will not be given in this article.*

II. NONLINEAR-CAPACITANCE AMPLIFIERS

A time-varying capacitor is an active device that can be used as a

linear amplifier of small signals, usually, but not necessarily, with a shift

in signal frequency. The power required for the amplification is supplied

by the motor, of whatever kind, that varies the capacitance. This prin-

ciple is used in vibrating-reed electrometers for amplifying very low

frequencies. 1,2

To obtain microwave amplification, one needs a capacitance that

varies at microwave or higher frequencies. Such a time-varying capaci-

tance can be obtained by apptying a microwave voltage to the voltage-

dependent capacitance of a p-n junction diode. Remarkably general gain

and power relations can be derived for circuits of this type.3

Amplifying diode-frequency converters are not new. During World

War II, welded-contact germanium diodes were found to give conver-

sion gain when used in superheterodyne receivers of the type then under-

going extensive development for radar use.4 With the then-existing tech-

nology, it was found that these diodes were not as good as point-contact

silicon diodes in the over-all system noise figure that could be obtained.

As a result of this observation, point-contact silicon diodes took over the

entire radar field until recently, and the manufacture of welded-contact

diodes was discontinued.

* For such a calculation see van der Ziel, A. and Becking, A. G. J., Theory of

Junction Diode and Junction Transistor Noise, Proc. I.R.E. 46, March 1958, pp.
589-594.
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These results, though entirely empirical, may very well have led to a

belief that amplification by diodes was a freak effect and necessarily

noisy. In the years following World War II, casual experiments on diode

amplification were performed in many laboratories, but low noise was

not found, nor was it intensively sought. The amplification effect was

put to practical use in transmitting modulators, where noise would not

be important. 5

At this point, the shot-noise theory of p-n junction frequency con-

verters was developed. It provided one logically complete example of

how a diode could amplify with arbitrarily low noise. It was recognized

that the minority-carrier mechanism assumed in the analysis was prob-

ably not as important, at high frequencies, as the depletion-layer ca-

pacitance; at the same time, the understanding acquired from the shot-

noise theory suggested that the depletion-layer capacitance would also

be noiseless.

Subsequent efforts to make improved nonlinear capacitance diodes6

and to give them a fair circuit evaluation have been extremely well re-

warded. A diffused-junction silicon diode has given 9 db of gain with a

2-db noise figure in converting 460 mc to 9375 mc.7 Also, such a diode

has given 35 db of negative-resistance gain at 6000 mc with a 3-db

noise figure (for double sideband input).7

In view of the large variety of possible frequency relations, to say

nothing of the circuits involving combinations of diodes, it is fortunate

that it can be deduced that an ideal nonlinear capacitor is noiseless in any

circuit. By p-n junction techniques it is possible to make nonlinear ca-

pacitors that are practically ideal, except for a series resistance. Work-

ing theories of nonlinear capacitors will therefore be concerned with the

noise from this series resistance. 8

III. NONLINEAR RESISTORS

Point-contact crystal rectifiers are in widespread practical use in

microwave superheterodyne receivers. It has long been believed that the

useful action of these devices results from nonlinear resistance and, as

yet, there is no reason to doubt that this is true.

As far as noise is concerned, there is no difference between the mathe-

matical results for the p-n junction type of nonlinear resistance and the

results that would have been obtained from earlier ideas of metal-semi-

conductor contacts. But the older theory was not carried very far for the

calculation of noise figure. Therefore, it seems worthwhile to point out

the importance of the local-oscillator waveform.
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In the past, most analyses have been made on the assumption of

short-circuited harmonics. This rather arbitrary postulation of a wave-

form is not realizable in practice, but it does give rise to some simple

relations between conversion loss and noise figure. Another case, open-

circuited harmonics, will be found to have an entirely different relation

between conversion loss and noise figure. Thus, the analysis of nonlinear

resistors will show, by example, that no general relation between gain

and noise figure is true.

In contrast to the nonlinear resistor, a nonlinear capacitor gives low

noise for any local-oscillator waveform.

IV. p-ll JUNCTION THEORY

As shown in Fig. 1, there are two important methods of analyzing p-n

junctions, each complementing the other. The pseudo-equilibrium

method is an accurate means of calculating the capacitance-voltage

characteristic of a p-n junction if one knows, from other considerations,

that it is a nonlinear capacitor. However, this method gives no informa-

tion about frequency dependence and noise.

The kinetic method begins with an approximate separation of physical

mechanisms, as discussed in Section V. This separation makes it rela-

tively easy to calculate the frequency-dependent admittance and noise.

The kinetic method can be applied not only to nonlinear resistors and

nonlinear capacitors but also to the host of intermediate types of p-n

p-n JUNCTION THEORY

PSEUDO-EQUILIBRIUM

ACCURATE
CAPACITANCE OF
NONLINEAR
CAPACITOR

DEPLETION-LAYER
CAPACITANCE AS

PARASITIC ELEMENT
IN KINETIC THEORY

I"
I

I Pi ~ PNe
I

/3v.

T
DIFFUSION
EQUATION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
DEPENDENT
ADMITTANCE

1
PARTICLE
METHOD

LINEAR SIGNAL THEORY

NOISE FIGURE •*-

Fig. 1 — Structure of p-n junction theory involved in or related to the calcula-

tion of noise figure. The encircled elements constitute the "classical" kinetic

theory of p-n junctions.
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junctions (including the so-called "simple" p-n junction between homo-

geneous semi-infinite p and n regions).

The usual mathematical approach in the kinetic method involves

solving the diffusion equation, a differential equation for the average

motion of carriers. This approach, which will be referred to as "classical"

p-n junction theory, is satisfactory for calculating junction admittance.

In calculating noise, it seems to be much easier first to calculate the noise

due to individual carrier motions and then to sum them. This second

procedure will be referred to as "the particle method," since the indi-

viduality of the carriers is preserved to a later stage in the calculation.

The particle method gives relations between small-signal junction ad-

mittances and the noise figure of frequency converters. The train of

reasoning to be used is indicated by the arrows in Fig. 1. However, the

connecting lines in Fig. 1 may be followed in any direction. For exam-

ple, the small-signal admittances may be calculated from the diffusion

equation or measured experimentally and used to calculate gain and

noise figure.

V. APPROXIMATE SEPARATION OF PHYSICAL MECHANISMS

The equivalent circuit of Fig. 2 denotes the principal physical mecha-

nisms of p-n junction action. The p-n junction is considered to bo di-

vided into essentially neutral p and n regions and an intervening space-

charge region known as the depletion layer.

The capacitance of the depletion layer may be analyzed by pseudo-

equilibrium methods under the approximation that the depletion layer

is free of carriers. 9 This capacitance varies with voltage, and amplifying

frequency converters can be built that rely on it alone. It is reasonably

certain that the depletion-layer capacitance will be very important in all

high-frequency nonlinear-capacitance diodes. Nevertheless, we will ig-

nore the depletion-layer capacitance entirely in the following theory of

gain and shot noise, except for qualitative remarks. This theory will be

developed around the motion of carriers across the depletion layer.

The theory of noise thus obtained will illustrate the fact that at least

one conceptual type of nonlinear capacitance amplifier is noiseless. It

will then perhaps be easy to believe that the depletion-layer capacitance

also should not be a source of noise. The analysis should be directly ap-

plicable to practical nonlinear resistors, for these must have relatively

small values of depletion-layer capacitance for satisfactory operation.

The inescapable importance of the depletion-layer capacitance is con-
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Fig. 2 — Equivalent circuit of p-n junction. In general, the nonlinear resistors

and capacitors may be frequency-dependent.
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Fig. 3 — Simplified equivalent circuit in which constant parasitic elements are

assumed and hole and electron admittances are combined.
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nected with the fact that there is series resistance Rs between the junc-

tion and the metallic contacts, as indicated in Fig. 2. For many diodes,

the series resistance is found to be reasonably constant as bias is varied,

giving the equivalent circuit in Fig. 3. This observation is consistent with

(but does not prove) the conjecture that the series resistance exhibits

thermal noise. If this conjecture is true, the noise figure will depend upon

the frequencies involved and upon the product #sC,„i„ ,
where Cmin is

the value of the depletion layer capacitance at the maximum reverse

voltage. But the immediate problem is to calculate shot noise due to

minority carriers (i.e., due to carriers that cross the space-charge region),

and Rs and the depletion-layer capacitance will both be neglected. That

is, the analysis will be carried out for the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4.

It should be noted that this neglect corresponds to the usual first ap-

proximation made in analyzing junction transistors.

VI. STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION OF MINORITY-CARRIER MOTION

Each minority carrier— a hole in an n region or an electron in a p

region — can be thought of as an individual. A hole may begin its exist-

ence as a minority carrier by surmounting the barrier potential of the

depletion layer and entering the n region, or by being spontaneously

(thermally) generated in the n region. Its existence may end by recom-

bination in the n region or by return to the p region. The situation for

electrons is analogous.

One need consider only the holes and electrons that cross the barrier.

The life-histories of these carriers, which are the elementary events of

the theory, fall into the three classes shown in Fig. 5. Their meandering

paths indicate that the motion of a carrier is governed by statistical

rules. These rules depend upon the detailed structure of the junction,

but it is in keeping with classical p-n junction theory to assume that they

do not depend upon the bias applied to the junction.

NONLINEAR
ADMITTANCE

Fig. 4 — Equivalent circuit of p-n junction with negligible parasitics.
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Of the three classes of elementary events, the reverse carriers will,

throughout the analysis, be the simplest to deal with because they are

assumed to occur entirely at random. Holes thermally generated in the

neutral region of a p-n junction move about according to statistical

rules, and some of them come hi contact with the depletion layer. The

electric field in the depletion layer is in such a direction as to move these

holes across to the p region (forward bias decreases this field but ordi-

narily does not change its direction). Similarly, some of the electrons

generated in the p region cross to the n region. These "saturation cur-

rents" are represented by current generators iap and iBn in Fig. 2. They
are direct-current generators and do not enter physically in the ac ad-

mittance of the junction, although their values can be introduced, by

mathematical manipulation, into expressions for the ac admittance.

But the saturation currents do produce shot noise. The sum of iBp and

iBn is the saturation current, which may be determined experimentally

by measuring the current at a moderate reverse voltage.

Of the many holes hi the p region, a few will overcome the potential

barrier of the space-charge region and be emitted into the n region. The
rate of emission will be assumed to be a nonlinear function of the po-

tential across the space-charge region. This function will be written

(R (v), where v is the deviation (in the forward direction) from the equi-

librium potential. "Classical" p-n junction theory, to be considered in

Section VIII, involves assumptions equivalent to taking

DEPLETION -LAYER

Fig. 5 — The three classes of hole and electron motions ("elementary events")

:

(1) reverse carrier from spontaneous generation; (2) forward carrier — emission
followed by recombinations; (3) forward-and-back carrier — emission and return.
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(R(o) = constant X i* fi
m q/kT, (1)

where q is the electronic charge, k is Boltzman's constant, and T
7

is

absolute temperature. The constant of proportionality is not specified.

The conversion and noise analyses will be carried out with an arbitrary

function (R(i>), to accommodate refinements in p-n junction theory that

may specify an emission relation differing from (1).

The probability of an emitted carrier not returning will be denoted

Pa . Carriers with such a fate lead to a nonlinear conductance in the

equivalent circuit, The probability of an emitted carrier returning at

time t' after emission will be P(t'). Forward-and-back carriers result,

in general, in a nonlinear conductance and a nonlinear capacitance whose

values and frequency dependence can be calculated from P(t'). Since an

emitted carrier must either return or not return,

1 = Po + fp{t')dt'. (2)

It is consistent with the usual approximations of p-n junction analysis

to assume that P is a constant and that Pit') depends only upon /'.

These assumptions will permit the noise analysis to be carried out rather

simply. However, the effect of high current densities upon P and P(t')

may be an important feature of point-contact diodes.

All that has been said about the emission of holes from the p side

applies to the emission of electrons from the n side. Of course, (ft(v), P

and P(t') may be quite different for the electrons. In general, one must

perform analyses for the holes and electrons and then add the currents.

However, if (1) holds, (ft for electrons is proportional to (ft for holes, for

all values of v. Then one can define suitable (R, P and P(f) to apply

to holes and electrons taken together. To simplify the presentation, it

will be assumed that this has been done.

In assuming a certain probability for recombination of an emitted

carrier, we are, in effect, assuming linear recombination. The assump-

tion that the probability of return depends only on the time after emis-

sion is equivalent to the assumption of a linear diffusion equation in-

cluding, possibly, drift in a steady electric field. These are, of course,

usual assumptions which are made in analyzing p-n junction devices.

It is not necessarily assumed that the recombination occurs uniformly

throughout the volume. Surface recombination or recombination at

localized centers is consistent with the assumptions as long as the re-

combination is linear. Also, we are not restricted to simple diffusion;

drift in a steady electric field is permitted.

The currents for the three types of carrier events are illustrated in
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Fig. 6. The reverse carrier gives a single negative pulse with an area

equal to one electronic charge; the forward carrier gives a positive pulse

with an area of one electronic charge. The detailed shape of the pulses

might differ from one to the next and, furthermore, the average shape

of the forward pulses might be somewhat different from the average

shape of the reverse pulses. However, it will be assumed in most of the

analysis that the entire pulse is of such short duration that the exact

shape is of no consequence at the frequencies of interest. The third type

of event— forward emission followed by the return of the same car-

rier— leads to a current whose integral is zero net charge. The forward

pulse part of this single event should be similar to the forward pulse of a

carrier that is emitted and does not return. Likewise, the reverse pulse

part should be similar to the reverse pulses of the thermally generated

carriers. However, the fact that the two pulses correspond to a single

event is statistically important.

REVERSE

t

_JV FORWARD

FORWARD-AND-BACK^—

V

TIME —*
Fig. 6 — Current pulses for the three types of minority carrier events.

VII. SMALL-SIGNAL ADMITTANCE

The small-signal admittance of the p-n junction will be calculated from

(R, Pq and P{t'). The calculation introduces some relationships needed in

the main analysis. To avoid the introduction of a large number of symbols,

a time function and its Fourier coefficients or spectrum will be denoted

by the same symbol, for example, i{t) and i(u>)\ P(co) is an exception

with a special definition to be given in (10).

In general, the current is equal to the difference between the current

of forward carriers and the current of reverse carriers. For instantaneous

forward and reverse transits, this means

i(t) = -is + q<Sllv(t)] - q I dt'diW - t')]P(t'). (3)
Jo

The spectrum of i may be found from
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i(o,) = 1
[
"

iCtfe"*" A- (4)

This normalization of the spectrum will be adhered to in the calculation

of noise. The small-signal admittance (also, the conversion matrix dis-

cussed in Section X) is a ratio of current to voltage, so any consistent

normalization may be used. Consider, then a voltage of the form

v(t) = vo + Re »(«)«*", (5)

where v(u) is the complex amplitude of a vauishingly small ac voltage

of angular frequency co. The expected solution is

i(t) - to + Re *(«)«*". (°)

i(<a) = Y(w)v(w). (7)

The problem is to find F(«) and io

.

Because v(u) is vanishingly small,

<R[»(0] = <R(vo) + (R'(i>o) Re p(«)e*". (8)

Inserting this expression in (3), and performing the integration indicated

in (4), one finds that

F(w) = g<R'(»o)P(w)> ((J )

where

P(„) = 1 - r e
-iul

'P(t')dt'. (10)
Jo

Also,

Jo - -i. + g<R(vo)Po (11)

after (2) is used.

VIII. CLASSICAL p-ll JUNCTION ANALYSIS

The analysis given thus far will be developed later into ways of re-

lating conversion gain and noise to the small-signal admittances of a

junction. Classical p-n junction analysis provides a way of predicting

the small-signal admittances of postulated structures, although it does

not give unique values for 6l(v), P and P(t'). Instead, it gives the prod-

ucts m(y)P and (R(r)P(J'), which suffice for the desired calculations.

The basic assumption of the classical theory is that the hole concen-

tration p x on the n-side of the depletion layer is given by
9

P\ = PsG
&v

(12)

where ps is the equilibrium value of pi . Equation (12) is a boundary

condition for the diffusive flow of holes in the neutral n-region. The
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generalized diffusion equation (including recombination and drift) is

|? = -P-P? + ofp - „v .(pE). (13)
at t

The hole concentration p is a function of time and of position within

the neutral n region ; D, /x and r are diffusion constant, mobility and life-

time for holes in the n region. The equilibrium hole concentration pN
will vary with position in the n region if the donor concentration is not

unifprm. For the formal analysis, t and the electric field E will be as-

sumed to be independent of p and l, so that (13) is a linear partial differ-

ential equation.

The hole current density can be calculated from

J = -qDVp + qnpE. (14)

If the voltage, v, is composed of a number of sinusoidal components'

the hole concentration will be composed of sinusoidal components. Be-

cause (12) is nonlinear, the set of frequencies involved in p x will not, in

general, be the same as the set of frequencies in v. Even so, the relation

between p\ and ./ is linear and may conveniently be expressed in the form

•/ x AqDpM
(

.

i{u) = =
, (15)

Liu,

where A is the junction area andLu is the "effective ac diffusion length"

for the structure in question. In other words, Lu is simply a quantity

that makes (6) and (15) give the right answer for i(t). This right answer

is the current obtained by solving (13), applying (14) and integrating

over the junction area; this procedure will be used in Section XII in the

calculation of Lu for a particular nonlinear-capacitor structure.

The small-signal hole admittance can be found by considering in (12) a

voltage of the form given in (5). Then

y(M)
_M«op^-,

(16)

The electron admittance is calculated similarly, usually with a quite

different value of L„ .

A comparison with the statistical description can now be made using

(9) and (16). One finds

«'WK.)=^', (17)
Liu,

or
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atajPM =^2 ,
(18)

Liu

since (R' equals 0(R, from (1), which is the form of (R that must be as-

sumed to effect a comparison of the particle theory with the classical

theory. Also, if (1) is assumed, (9) can be written

F(«) = g0(R(i>o)P(w). (19)

In the analysis of conversion and noise, it will be found that all im-

portant quantities can be expressed in products of OtP(w) or (R'P(u>).

Classical p-n junction theory therefore gives a complete solution of the

problem. Separately denned values of <R and P(«) are not needed be-

cause a carrier that goes across and then comes back in an infinitesimal

time might just as well not have been emitted in the first place.

The noise analysis will be carried through for an arbitrary emission

function, <R(v), in case the classical theory is not a satisfactory one for

some situations.

IX. SHOT NOISE FOR dc BIAS

The application of the above principles to the calculation of shot noise

in dc-biased p-n junctions has been published. 11 For this simple case,

many of the steps in the calculation combined so obviously that explicit

mention of each step was not necessary. Here, a step-by-step derivation

of the dc results will be given as a model for more complicated cases.

The calculation of shot noise will be based on the following general

principle: Each elementary event delivers a certain amount of noise

energy to the load. The noise power is the rate at which noise energy is

delivered to the load.

At a given terminal pair of a linear circuit, the noise can be repre-

sented by a mean-square current generator (i
2

), since the noise power

delivered to a load connected to the terminals can readily be calculated

from such a generator, the load admittance and the output admittance

of the terminals. Representation by a current generator seems particu-

larly appropriate for shot noise, where the elementary events are repre-

sented by current generators.

In p-n junctions, the elementary events are the three classes of mi-

nority-carrier histories: reverse, forward and forward-and-back. Associ-

ated with each carrier event is a small-signal current generator d{t), as

illustrated in Fig. 6, with Fourier transform d(u>).

Suppose that ^(w) is observed for an infinitesimally small frequency

band B. Then the transform back to the time domain of this selected
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element of the spectrum is a current generator

S{t) = I do)d(a))e
3Ul + complex conjugate, (20)

Jb

where the indicated integration is over the values of w that lie within the

selected band.

If one writes

S{t) = A + A*, (21)

then d (I), which is proportional to the instantaneous input power, is

d\t) = 2AA* + A 2 + (A*)
2

. (22)

Integration over total time (to obtain a quantity proportional to the

energy) can be shown to drop out the latter terms, so that

f S\t) dt = 2 f AA* dt. (23)

Now, AA* can be written as the double integral

AA* = f da [ */*(«)**(«V'
*"""'*'.

(24)
Jb Jb

Integrating with respect to time gives

f AA* dt = f
da

f
do}^(co)d*(a)[2T8(oy - a')]

= 2tt / da
I

0(a)
|

2

,

Jb

so that

f S
2
(t) dt = 8w

2B
| *(«)

|

2
. (26)

If the carrier transits are instantaneous, a forward or reverse transit at

time to gives a current generator

<J(t) = ±q8(t - t ), (27)

where the impulse function 5(0 has negligible width in time, but its

integral over time is unity.

The spectrum of (27) is

*(<*) =77- r ± ^ - *>)«"*" dt = =»=# e
~M

°- (28)

(25)
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For either a forward or a reverse transit, (26) becomes

f d\t) dt = 2q
2
B. (29)

The development thus far could be used only to treat the nonlinear-

resistor type of p-n junction. For the general p-n junction, forward-and-

back events must be considered. A forward pulse at / ,
followed by a

reverse pulse at / + ?, gives a current generator

<,(,) - r/5(/ - to) - qS(t - /„ - /'), (30)

*(„) = JL
[e
-*"o - e

-^'.+'')].
(31)

2k

For this case, (26) gives

f
d\t) dt = 2q

2
B{2 - 2 cos «*'). (32)

The shot noise for each class of carrier event is found by multiplying

the appropriate integral in (32) by the rate of occurrence of such carrier

events. Thus,

(i'Vvcrae = 2q
2B -S = 2qBis ,

(33)

(Aonvura = 2q
2
B6\(v )Po ,

(34)

<t'
2

)fo rw llra- ll n, 1 -.,a,. k = 2q*B(A(vo) f (2-2 cos o>t')P{t') dt'

= 2q
2
B(R(v )[P(u) + P(«)* - 2P ].

The total shot noise is the sum of (33), (34) and (36):

(i
2

) totlll = 2qB\i, + q<Si(v )[P(o>) + P(o>)* - Po]}. (36)

For the important special case of classical p-n junction theory, (36)

can be transformed through use of (11) and (19) into

(Aoui = U-TBG(u) - 2quB, (37)

where G(u) is the real part of Y(u>). This result is easy to remember be-

cause it has the form "thermal noise minus shot noise". However, it is

evident from the derivation that no subtraction of one noise from another

is actually involved.

A previous derivation of (37) was given under less general assump-

tions, 12 and the equation was compared with experimental results for
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p-n junctions. 13,14 The good agreement with experiment suggests that

it is worthwhile to analyze the noise of a p-n junction frequency con-

verter.

X. SIGNAL TRANSMISSION IN LINEAR FREQUENCY CONVERTERS

In a linear frequency converter, the output signal voltage and current

are linearly related to the input signal voltage and current.

Of course, frequency conversion by a nonlinear device requires a finite

local-oscillator voltage. The local-oscillator interaction with the device

is quite nonlinear. Since the local-oscillator drive is regarded as a power

supply, not an intelligence-bearing signal, a linear frequency converter

can be made with a nonlinear device. Linear behavior is obtained when

the signal voltages are assumed to be arbitrarily small.

The analysis of signal transmission in the linear frequency converter

will be made on the assumption that the local-oscillator waveform is

periodic, with a fundamental frequency 6/2tt. This assumption is not

trivial, for nonlinear capacitors can be tuned to oscillate at frequencies

incommensurate with the driving-oscillator frequency, as well as at sub-

harmonics of this frequency. The formal results could be generalized to

cover the nonperiodic case, but most practical situations involve periodic

waveforms.

The frequency components of the emission rate 6\(v) must be related

to the frequency components of the voltage, v(t), applied to the junction.

The voltage will be given in the form

v(t) = vLO (t) + vBIG (t), (38)

where Vio(t) is the large, periodic local-oscillator voltage (plus any dc

voltage) and tfeio(t)i which will be regarded as arbitrarily small, is the

sum of all the signal voltages. Here the word "signal" includes the input

and output signals and the image-frequency signals, all of which are

linearly related. The method of calculating these linear relationships

will next be given. The local-oscillator voltage, whatever its waveform,

may be written

vUt) = £ vh0(m)e
im" 1

, (39)
m

where m takes on all positive and negative integer values including zero.

Most frequency-conversion problems can be treated by proper identi-

fication of s in the following representation for y8 iG :

vsiait) = ReZ v(mb + s)e
Kmb+a)t

. (40)
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For example, s/2x could be the intermediate frequency (output) of a

superheterodyne receiver (Figs. 7 and 8), or the input frequency of a

transmitting modulator (Fig. 9). All of these circuits and many others

can be obtained by suitable connections to the multiterminal "black

box" indicated in Fig. 10. Negative frequencies are included in the set

{mb + s)/2tt; they are the "lower sidebands". For the sake of obtaining

noise-figure expressions, it will be assumed that the input and output

are at two distinct frequencies (m x6 + s)/2tt and (mob + s)/2ir, as indi-

cated in Fig. 11. In case the input and output are at the same frequency,

as in a negative-resistance amplifier, the noise-figure expressions will

not be applicable, but (65) will give the shot-noise current at the fre-

quency of interest.

Any information-bearing signal will contain a number of frequencies

(in general, a continuous spectrum). The linear nature of the small-signal

problem enables one to analyze for each frequency separately.

input r-f
cu-b + s

LOCAL
OSCILLATOR

o> = b

!

FINITE
DRIVE

t OUTPUT L-f
Oi = S

VANISHINGLY SMALL-
SIGNALS

Fig. 7 — Upper-sideband superheterodyne receiver (down-converter)

.

input r-f
cj = -b+s

LOCAL
OSCILLATOR

co = b

I

FINITE
DRIVE

_ ,
p-n jl NCTION

OUTPUT L-f
W = S

*
\ f

-VANISHINGLY SMALL'
SIGNALS

Fig. 8 — Lower-sideband superheterodyne receiver (down-converter).
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Since ^sig is arbitrarily small, one can write

(R\v(t)] = <R[vj. (t)] + (R'[vLO {t)]vBIG . (41)

The dc and large-signal dc components of (R are given by the Fourier

expansion of (R[vLO (l)]- The Fourier expansion of (R'[vLO (t)] is required for

the signal transmission, that is, for calculating the conversion matrix.

Both expansions are necessary to calculate the noise figure.

Assume that the required Fourier coefficients have been calculated,

CARRIER
OSCILLATOR

o; = b

J

FINITE
DRIVE

AUDIO, VIDEO, OR
OTHER INPUT

U) = S
p-n JUNCTION |

OUTPUT r-f
oj= s + bA

1

\

\

*
1

I

l
y

-v \NISHING
SIGN

LY SMAL
ALS

Fig. 9 — Double-sideband transmitting modulator (up-converter).

mb+s m = o, ± i

;
± 2,

—

3b+s

2b + s

b+s

-b + s

-2b+s

LINEARLY RELATED
(FOR SMALL SIGNALS)

Fig. 10 — "Black box" representation of a linear frequency converter.
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so that one can write

flfetoC)] = E <H(mb)e
iml

", (42)

and

«W01 = £ m'MV'""". (43)

Then, one can say that (ft is made up of a large periodic part with Fourier

components (R(wifc) and a vunishingly-small signal part with Fourier

components

6i(mb + s) = E «'[(« " »)&Mn& + •)• (44)

n

The complex amplitudes of the alternating currents, both large and

small, can be calculated by multiplying qP(u). First, the large-signal

current will be called ?'

LO , with Fourier components

iu>(mb) - qP(mb)(R(mb). (45)

It should be noted that iLO(0) differs from the net direct current, i%
,
by

u) - b

LOCAL
OSCILLATOR

IMAGE TERMINATION

Lq SOURCE, UJ = m,b+S

MAGE TERMINATIONS

Y, load, u) - m,b + S

IMAGE TERMINATION

Fig. 11 — Linear frequency converter used as an active four-pole network.
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the saturation current, i, :

*lo(0) = io + i. • (46)

Second, a complete specification of the small-signal transmission of

the frequency converter is given by

»sio(0 = Re £ i(mb + s)e
j( ",h+s)l

, (47)
m

with

i(mb + s) = tfP(m& + s) £ (R'[(m - w)6]w(n6 + s). (48)

Equation (48) can be written in the form

i(mb + s) = £ Y(??i, n; s)v(nb + s), (49)
n

where

F(w, ??,; s) = gP(m6 + *)ffi'[(m - n)6]. (50)

The array F(m, n; s) is called the conversion matrix. For brevity,

Y(m, n; s) m Ymn . (51)

In operation, the linear frequency converter will be terminated with

admittances Ym at each of the "terminals" mb + s. A system of current

generators 3 m at each of these terminals will produce currents and volt-

ages that obey the relationship

dm = in, + vmYm . (52)

Therefore,

&m = s ' \*mn I * mOmn/Vn
j '""J

n

where 8mn is 1 if m equals n and Sm „ is if ra does not equal n. One can

also write

v„, = £ Xm«tfB , (54)
n

where

||
A„»

||
=

||
rm „ 4- YmSmn IP

1

(55)

in matrix notation.

The effect at terminal m of a current generator n at terminal n can

be duplicated by a fictitious current generator i] mn£f H placed at terminal
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in, where

_ X
Vmn

X
(56)

does not depend on Ym (Thevenin-Norton theorem). This property

makes i)mn a desirable quantity to use in the analysis so that a necessary

characteristic of the noise figure— that it be independent of the load

admittance— will appear quickly and naturally.

XI. NOISE IN THE GENERAL p-11 JUNCTION FREQUENCY CONVERTER

Suppose that the appropriate value of 0(w) for a carrier event is ap-

plied to each terminal of the linear frequency converter. Then the equiva-

lent current generator at the output ?n2b + s will be

El-» :
^(»& + s). (57)

n

This sum can be substituted for <f(a>) in (26). For either a forward or a

reverse transit, (26) and (57) give

I d\t) dt = 2q*B L ^v:,n'e
j(n

'-n)bt
'>. (58)

J n.n
'

The development thus far could be used to treat the nonlinear-resistor

type of p-n junction. For the general p-n junction, forward and back

events must also be considered. A forward pulse at / followed by a re-

verse pulse at /,. + I' gives

f d\t, t') dt =

„!n V * „.>(n '-»)<„(, -Hnb+,)l' _ j(n'b+s)t' (5<))
2<l B 2-1, Ifm-nlJmjn'C \\ ~C C *

n,n

+ e
Kn '~n)hi

'\.

In all applications of (59), the weighted sum over all possible values

of t' will be required:

fdt'P(t')fd
2
(t',t)dt =

2q
2B E, WW«'(B'~n)'°[W + «)

(60)

n.n

+ P*(rib + s) - P(nb - n'b) - Pol
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11 J Reverse Carriers

The thermally generated reverse carriers occur at random but at a

steady average rate i,/q. Multiplying (58) by this rate gives

(^reverse = 2qBl„ z2 I V", 2n | , (61)

since the terms in (58) for which n does not equal n' are oscillatory and

give no contribution to the noise power when averaged for a steady rate.

Equation (61) may be interpreted as simple shot noise applied to each

terminal and independently converted to the output (except the term

for n = m 2 , which represents the direct shot noise at the output).

11.2 Forward Carriers

The rate of emission [Po(R(t )] of forward carriers varies periodically,

so that an average of (58) over the local-oscillator cycle is required

:

(Aorward = — / dt P (R(to) \'2qB £ Vm.nV^n^" '""'"""l . (62)
6TT J- rib L n.n' J

The Fourier expansion, (42), of (R(fo) may be inserted in (62). One then

finds

(Amid = 2(/BP 2 <&(nb — n'b)i)m „n-qZin '

.

(63)

u.3 Forward-and-Back Carriers

In similar fashion, one can average (60) over the local-oscillator cycle

to obtain the mean-square output current generator for all classes of

forward-and-return carriers

:

(i
2

)fomard-and-back = I^B /J <&(»& — n'b)lJmnnr}*in -[P(nb + s)

(64)

+ P*(n'b + s) - P(nb - n'b) - Pol

H .4 Total Shot Noise

The sum of (61), (63) and (64) is

(i
2

)total = 2qB U, 2 I
Vm 2 n |

2

+ q 2 6l(nb - nb)Vm ,nV
*

2
„'[P(nb + s) + P*(n'b + s) (65)

- P(nb - rib)]\.
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ll.fi Image Conversion Noise " •- '••

The frequency converter is supposed to be terminated at the frequencies

(mb + s)/2w with specified admittances which may or may not generate

noise. What noise is generated will be transmitted to the output accord-

ing to the coefficients ?/„,„„, .

The input and output terminations m xb + s and m»b + s are in a class

apart, because noise generated in these terminations is chargeable to the

transducers that precede or follow the frequency converter. The other

terminations mb + s, with mi ^ m j* m 2 , will be called images. The

frequency converter (but not the diode) must be held responsible for

output noise originating in the image terminations.

The properties of the image terminations as noise generators depend

upon the physical nature of the terminations and are not uniquely de-

termined by their impedances. For example, the conductance Gm for

each of the image terminations mb + s might consist of a resistor at

temperature Tm . Then the image termination noise at the output would

be

\l /image terminations
= 4/ro 2^ * mlJm

\
l\m«m

| >
\.OOj

m

where the symbol X/ indicates that terms in m = w x or m = m2 are not

included in the summation. The terminations may be devices that are

not in thermal equilibrium. If several diodes are used in combination,

so that they terminate each other at some image frequencies, the noise

generated in the mutual terminations can be much greater or much less

than thermal noise.

U.6 Noise Figure

The noise output of a linear transducer must be judged in relation to

the signal output for a given input signal. As a standard value for the

input signal, it is conventional to use thermal noise corresponding to an

absolute temperature of 290°K, which will be denoted T, . The thermal

noise current is \/TkTMJi, where (7„ is the source conductance, and an

rms current of this value will be the standard input signal.

The noise figure F can be defined by

output noise power due to transducer , _.

output signal power from standard input signal

'

The noise figure of the input stage determines receiver sensitivity if the

gain of the transducer is sufficiently high. For the frequency converter,

shot noise at output + image conversion noise at output , „..

output signal power from the standard input signal
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In place of power, we may use in each case the equivalent mean-square

current generator at the output, which for the standard signal is

(Standard = 4kTaBO. |
7?„, 2mi \\ (69)

For convenience, one may define

p. « 3=!! = hil.
. (70)

Then the total noise figure may be written

(71)

F ~ 1 - oTWW « ^ (R(w6 - »'&W»'*[P(n& + a)

+ P*(rib + s) - P(nb - rib)] + t. S I
Mn

|

5

+ Z GmT„
G/Va

The last term of this equation represents image conversion noise. It

is an important practical problem to design the circuit to minimize image

conversion noise. But, in principle, this can always be made to vanish

by refrigerating the terminations, so the subsequent theoretical discus-

sion will consider only the shot noise.

XII. NONLINEAR CAPACITORS

A nonlinear-capacitor type of p-n junction is one in which all emitted

carriers are collected within a short time after emission. If all emitted

carriers are collected, Po is zero, since it is the probability of a carrier

not being collected. Hence, there are no forward-only carriers. More-

over, the reverse current i, of the thermally generated carriers must be

zero. One may show this by considering the diode in equilibrium, when
the net direct current must be zero; if there are no forward-only carriers,

there must be no reverse-only carriers.

Thus, the only shot noise is that due to forward-and-back carriers,

governed by P(t'). The exact form of P(t') is not too important. The
simple rectangular function shown in Fig. 12 will serve to illustrate the

main result. The maximum storage time, A, will be allowed to become

very small compared to 1/w, to approach the case of an ideal nonlinear

capacitor. The function P(co) is, according to (10),

P(«) = 1 - i e-'*
1

dt' = ii«A + i (coA)
2 + • • • . (72)
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The shot noise due to forward-and-back carriers is obtained when this

P(a)) is inserted in (71). Each term contains a factor

P(nb + s) + P*(n'6 + s) P(nb - n'b) =

J j(n& + s)A - |j(n'6 + s)A - hj(nb - n'b)A

+ i- \(nb + s)
2 + (n'& + s)

2 - (nb - n'b)
2
] + • • • (

73>

= |. (nb + s)(w6 + s) + •••
.

The first-order terms in A cancel. As A goes to zero, i.e., as the fre-

quency response of the diode is increased, the shot noise goes to zero as A .

P(t')

'/A

-t'

Fig. 12 — Example of a return probability distribution leading to nonlinear

capacitor action.

The capacitance, for a given voltage, is proportional to A. To approach

an ideal nonlinear capacitor, let A approach zero. At the same time, the

capacitance waveform can be kept essentially unchanged if the emission

rate is increased (by appropriate adjustment of the local-oscillator volt-

age). The shot noise then goes to zero with A and we get this result: A

frequency converter using an ideal nonlinear capacitor has no shot noise-

output regardless of the local-oscillator waveform, the source and load ad-

mittances, and the image terminations.

An interesting qualitative interpretation* of this result is that, as A

gets smaller, an increasing number of carrier events are required to ob-

tain a given capacitance waveform. A smoother current results from the

statistical effect of having a large number of elementary events.

* Suggested by D. Leenov.
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If the nonlinear capacitance does not arise from the minority-carrier

storage mechanism that has been postulated, but is wholly or partly due

to depletion-layer capacitance, there is even less reason to expect noise.

The depletion-layer capacitance involves widening and narrowing of the

space-charge region. It requires a relatively small motion of majority

carriers instead of their emission all the way across the junction, or

of any subsequent existence as minority carriers. The frequency re-

response of CT should therefore be better than that of minority-carrier

storage capacitance. Also, the elementary events are likely to be repre-

sentable approximately as forward-and-back current generators, with

the area under each pulse being much less than q, since the carriers do

not go all the way across the junction.

The problem of finite frequency response (A j£ 0) can be studied by
putting the expression given in (73) in (71), to get the leading term in

the shot noise:

F - 1 = -^ E A(R(n6 - n'b)(nb + s)(nb + s). (74)

It is evident in (74) that F — 1 goes to zero with A if A(R(nb — n'b) is

held constant. But, for a finite value of A, the shot noise could be very

large in the case of significant conversion from high-order harmonic

images. Hence, a circuit design consideration is to make /x„ small for all

values of n such that nb is greater than 1/A. Short-circuiting of the

harmonic images is one way of accomplishing this objective.

Apart from finite frequency response, actual diodes will fall short of

ideal nonlinear-capacitor action because of the finite lifetime of minority

carriers. Some minority carriers will recombine before they have a

chance to return to the junction. The effect of this recombination is

equivalent to that of a nonlinear resistor in parallel with a nonlinear

capacitor having infinite minority-carrier lifetime. As will be shown,

low-noise frequency conversion is possible with nonlinear resistors when
the local-oscillator current is sharply pulsed. Therefore, low-noise fre-

quency conversion is possible with a nonlinear capacitor suffering from

recombination, but the local-oscillator waveform can no longer be arbi-

trary, and the conversion gain will be reduced.

12.1 Nonlinear Capacitor Structures

Four semiconductor structures shown in Fig. 13 exhibit nonlinear ca-

pacitance, for reasons to be discussed. The first of these can be made
from a transistor, and thus is a readily available specimen for relatively

low-frequency (about 10 mc) experiments with nonlinear capacitors.
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However, the great promise of the nonlinear capacitor is the possi-

bility that a diode structure can be made to work at higher frequencies

than transistors. Transistors, as will be explained below, are not one-

dimensional structures, a fact that aggravates the series-resistance prob-

lem. The p+-n-n+ and p-i-n and the graded p-n junction can be truly

one-dimensional structures, as long as skin-effect is not important. Of
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Fig. 13 — Nonlinear capacitor structures: (a) p
+-n-p+ ; (b) p

+-n-n+
;
(c) p

+-i-n+
;

(d) graded p-n junction.
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these, the graded p-n junction seems to be the easiest structure to fabri-

cate by solid-state diffusion of impurities into semiconductors.

12.2 p
+
-n-p Structure

The p
+
-n-p

+
structure in Fig. 13(a) can be made by connecting the

emitter and collector leads of an alloy-junction transistor. A symmetri-

cal alloy transistor (one with emitter and collector junctions of equal size)

is theoretically preferred for maximum nonlinear-capacitor action. The
pains taken by the transistor manufacturer to prevent emitter-collector

short circuits are, of course, completely wasted in this application.

The emitter and collector junctions thus become, in effect, one junc-

tion which almost completely surrounds the n region. Because of the

high concentration of holes in the heavily doped p
+

region, compared to

the concentration of electrons in the n region, nearly all of the emitted

carriers are holes entering the n region, rather than electrons going into

the p
+
regions. Holes going into the n region may recombine and become

forward-only events. But if the base width 2w is narrow enough, most

of the holes will escape recombination, either by returning to the junc-

tion from which they were emitted or by being collected at the opposite

junction. In either case, such holes become forward-and-return events

with respect to the junction, consisting of emitter and collector junctions

taken together.

The n region is assumed to be of uniform resistivity and thus to be

field-free except for the space-charge regions at the junction. Hence, the

motion of the emitted holes is simple diffusion. The diffusion equation

(13) then reduces to

(./a, + l/r)pu = DVVo, . (75)

If one lets x equal zero at the plane of symmetry indicated in Fig.

13(a), the solution of (75) appropriate to this symmetry is

pa cc cosh xV0'w + l/r)/D. (7G)

At x = ±w, pu equals p i0) , so

y. = p,„
osh aVtfo + l/r)/Z>

(7?)
cosh w\/(jco + 1/t)/D

The current density is given by qDVp evaluated at x = w. Then, by

comparison with (15), one finds that

1/LU = VO'co + 1/t)/D tanh wy/(fa + 1/t)/D. (78)

According to (18), l/Lu is proportional to P(u>). For comparison with
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P +

-H

p+

HOLE MOTION

ELECTRON
MOTION

NONLINEAR
CAPACITOR DIODE

(ONE-DIMENSIONAL)

JUNCTION
TRANSISTOR

(TWO-DIMENSIONAL)

Fig. 14 — One-dimensional versus two-dimensional bipolar (hole and electron)

flow patterns in junction devices.

(58), recombination may be neglected by setting 1/t ^ 0, and (64) can

then be expanded on the assumption that w is small (i.e., that the fre-

quency response is high relative to w). One finds

(79)

Hence, the leading terms are proportional to those of (72), with w2/D

playing the role of the time A in which (nearly) all of the emitted car-

riers return.

The postulated condition of neutrality of the n region implies that,

when holes are emited into the n region, an essentially equal number of

electrons must enter the n region from the base contact. A voltage drop

is required to move these carriers, and this may be crudely described as

a series resistance. The thinner the base layer is made for the sake of

high frequency response, the higher the series resistance. This dilemma

is well known in transistor design. As shown in Fig. 14, the electrons move

in a direction perpendicular to the average motion of the holes; hence,

two directions in space are involved. Thus, any one-dimensional analysis

of the transistor is inherently an oversimplification, although sometimes

a very useful approximation.

12.3 p
+
-n-n

+ Structure

As an introduction to a structure that is truly one-dimensional, note

that the plane of symmetry in Fig. 13(a) could be replaced by a surface

that has the property of reflecting holes. A heavily doped n
+
region would

have this property, and this suggests the p
+
-n-n

+
structure shown in

Fig. 13(b). Equation (78) should apply to this structure as well as to

that of Fig. 13(a).
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For each element of p -n junction area, there is a corresponding area

of n-n
+
junction that reflects emitted holes and also provides the elec-

trons to neutralize the holes. Thus, the area of this structure can be in-

creased in two dimensions without affecting its performance, except for

a proportionate lowering of impedance level. This is a characteristic of

a one-dimensional structure.

The depletion-layer etching technique has been used to make very

thin germanium p
+
-n-x structures, where x is supposed to be a region of

high recombination. The unsolved problem in making this structure is

that of obtaining a satisfactory x region for nonlinear resistance action

at high frequencies. No such problem exists in making a p
+
-n-n

+
non-

linear capacitor, since a well-understood n . region is required in place

of the little-understood x region.

12.4 p
+
-i-n

+
Structure

The p
+
-i-n

+
diode is another one-dimensional structure that has a

carrier-storage behavior described qualitatively by (78) because the

basic carrier-storage action is (mite similar to that of the p
+
-n-n

+
struc-

ture. Thus, holes emitted from the p
+

region are reflected at the n
+

junction. In addition, electrons emitted from the n junction are reflected

at the p junction.

An accurate analysis of the p
+
-i-n

+
structure requires consideration of

the simultaneous motion of holes and electrons, and would represent an

advance over present p-n junction theory. In the meantime, the qualita-

tive considerations mentioned above indicate that the p
+
-i-n

+
structure

should give nonlinear-capacitance action up to frequencies determined

by the width of the i region. At much higher frequencies, the structure

will just be a resistance whose value depends upon the density of car-

riers in the i region, which density is proportional to the forward direct

current.

12.5 Graded p-n Junction

By drawing a smooth curve through the concentration gradients for

either the p
+
-n-n

+
or the p

+
-i-n

+
structures, one obtains the graded

p-n junction shown in Fig. 13(d).

The graded junction has features that recommend it as a nonlinear-

capacitor structure. 8 The electric field associated with the impurity

gradient tends to reflect emitted carriers— the steeper the gradient, the

larger the field and the higher the frequency response of the capacitance.

Analysis of the frequency response, based on the approximate kinetic
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theory of p-n junctions, can apply (if at all) only to an intermediate

region of bias where emission is significant but not so copious that the

electric field is altered by the forward current.

The frequency response of the capacitance will depend on bias, being

very high for reverse voltages and deteriorating gradually as the voltage

approaches and enters the forward region. However, microwave experi-

ments suggest that the series resistance will generally be a much more

important source of loss and noise than any frequency limitations of

the nonlinear capacitance. A steep impurity gradient makes for a series

resistance that is low both in absolute value and in relation to the ca-

pacitance. However, the capacitance per unit area increases as the

gradient increases.

XIII. NONLINEAR RESISTOR NOISE

The nonlinear resistor type of p-n junction has the property that none

of the emitted carriers return, except possibly some carriers that return

in a time negligibly short in comparison to the frequencies under con-

sideration. Within the frequency range of nonlinear resistor action, the

admittance due to emitted carriers is real and independent of frequency.

In spite of the absence of return pulses to cancel the shot current of

emission, the shot noise delivered to the load can be made very small if

the local-oscillator current flows in short pulses. The plausibility of this

result will be argued by representing the p-n junction as a noiseless ad-

mittance in parallel with a generator of shot current pulses. The shot

current and the time variation of the admittance are governed by the

local-oscillator drive. For the nonlinear resistor, the admittance is a pure

conductance and the shot current to be considered is that of emitted

carriers that do not return.

In a frequency converter, the nonlinear resistor is connected to a linear

passive network which includes the terminations at all the signal fre-

quencies. If practically all of the shot current flows at a time when the

junction conductance is very large compared to the network admittance,

the shot current will be short-circuited through the junction conductance

and little noise will be delivered to the network.

Another way of describing the situation is to consider that shot noise

results because one cannot predict with certainty that a carrier will be

emitted in any given short time interval. When a local-oscillator voltage

is applied to a junction, it is known that the sum of the carrier currents,

in spite of their individual unpredictability, is very nearly equal to a

definite macroscopic current waveform that can be determined from the

junction characteristics. When this macroscopic current consists of short
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CURRENT IS

MADE UP OF
SHOT PULSES

Fig. 15 — Pulsed local -oscillator current waveform giving partial reduction
of shot noise.

sharp pulses, it is possible to predict that many carriers will be emitted

during the pulses and practically none during other times. Unpredicta-

bility, hence shot noise, is greatly reduced for a pulsed current waveform

like the one shown in Fig. 15.

The principle of using pulsed local-oscillator current can be applied

in the design of nonlinear-resistance frequency converters. In a simple

design, for example, it would be preferable to use shunt conductance

rather than series resistance to attenuate the power from the local oscil-

lator. More sophisticated mixers may use filters and additional diodes to

shape the local-oscillator waveform.

The image terminations chosen below to illustrate the waveform effects

should not be regarded as the optimum conditions for practical use. For

example, the main image frequency might well be open-circuited to

minimize conversion of thermal noise from the series resistance, while

short-circuiting of this image will be assumed for mathematical sim-

plicity (in the case of short-circuited harmonics).

13.1 Short-Circuited Harmonics

As an example of a circuit permitting low noise and good signal trans-

mission, the mathematically simple case of short-circuited harmonics

will be considered. Another way of denning this case is to say that the

local-oscillator voltage waveform is purely sinusoidal (plus a dc com-

ponent, vo). Thus,

v(t) = Vo + vb cos bt. (80)

The exponential emission function, (1), will be assumed, so that

qPo®(v) = i/v

(81)

= iJv
°e
0ncoBl

. (82)
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The constant i, is necessarily equal in magnitude to the thermally gen-

erated reverse current, so that no net external current flows when v

equals zero. From (81),

qPttfip) = 0we* (83)

which, with (80), gives

qPo(R'(v) = #/V"6C08
'. (84)

The Fourier expansion of (84) involves modified Bessel functions of the

first kind,
16

denoted by /„ . Thus,

qPo<R'(nb) = fc/
r
°I„{&<„). (85)

From (50) and (85), one finds that the conversion matrix is

Y(m, n; s) = 0iJ
v
°Im-„(0vb). (86)

To take a specific example, conversion between two frequencies dif-

fering by b/2v will be considered [such as (b + s)/2ir and e/2*-]. All

other signal frequencies (images) will be assumed to be short-circuited.

Then the conversion matrix reduces to

Y(m,n; s) \\
= /3(i, + Jo)

1 y

V 1

where

U
= 7i(j8%)

(87)

(88)

and i , the direct current, is introduced in view of the relation

ii = is[e
PvoWvb) - 11, (89)

which may be obtained from (11).

For minimum conversion loss, the four-terminal network represented

by (87) should be used with source and load admittances that simultane-

ously match the input and output admittances of the network. These

admittances are, of course, real for a nonlinear resistor and are found, by

standard methods,
1

to be

Ki. = 5'ou, - G. - Ol = fij"ltf*)y/i - y
2

. (90)

Since the images are short-circuited, all the /x„'s defined in (70) are

zero except

Mm, = 1
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and

_ 1 + \/l - ?y
2

(91)

For the noise figure, algebraic manipulation that will not be detailed

here gives

F -l -** + *, (92)
1 , u -f- u 2

where

» = VH7^ (93)

and

U
io + is

(94)

Equation (90) gives the dependence of Fz upon the local-oscillator

drive (represented by u) and the direct current, represented by 0. The

quantity defined in (94) is the ratio of the thermally generated current

to the current carried by emitted carriers.

For any value of 0, there is a certain value of u,

u' = V0- + e - 0, (95)

that gives a minimum noise figure

F - I= £r^W- (96)

As 6 approaches zero, Fm i„ approaches unity. At the same time, the opti-

mum value of u approaches zero. The optimum local-oscillator voltage

goes to infinity and the conversion loss approaches unity (that is, no

loss at all). This result shows that low noise figure and minimum con-

version loss are not incompatible.

For most practical microwave diodes 6 is quite small, since is may be a

tenth of a microampere and the direct current ia is of the order of a milli-

ampere. An approximate formula is therefore relevant:

Fmin = 1 + 2Vd; 6 < 0.01. (97)

For = 10
-4

, F,„in = 102 = 0.1 db. Thus, the observed thermally gen-

erated currents would not produce much noise and probably are not
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responsible for much of the observed noise figure of crystals, except pos-

sibly at elevated temperatures.

This analysis has considered only the shot noise of the emitted car-

riers. In actual diodes, the series resistance and the depletion-layer ca-

pacitance impair the noise figure. The depletion-layer capacitance should

be essentially noiseless, but, in combination with R„ , it sets bounds on

the usable impedance level of nonlinear resistance of the emitted car-

riers. With the impedance level thus established, R e causes a definite

signal loss and contributes thermal noise. Furthermore, R a interferes

with short-circuiting the local-oscillator harmonics or otherwise obtain-

ing the pulsed local-oscillator current waveform essential for low shot

noise.

13.2 Open-Circuited Harmonics

When the harmonics of the local oscillator are open-circuited, the

local-oscillator current is sinusoidal (in addition to a direct current). It

will be shown that this waveform is unfavorable for noise, although, it

permits a low conversion loss.

The emission rate and the local-oscillator current are simply related:

gPMD = iiA>(t) + is = (to + O (l + j^~j2 cos btj

,

(98)

where

£ £ £ 1. (99)

The reason for introducing the quantity £ will be apparent later. The

Fourier analysis of PoR(t) is obtained by inspection of (98)

:

qPQ(R(nb) = in + i. if n =

= {io + *';>

if n = ± i (100)
1 + £-

= otherwise.

Since an exponential emission rate is being considered, (R' equals /3(R

and, from (50),

Y(m, n ;
s) = /S(»o + O if >n = n

= gfo> + *;>* if M = n±l (101)

= otherwise.
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The admittance representation of a frequency converter lends itself

readily to consideration of cases where the image frequencies are short-

circuited, since the elements of Y(m, n; s) corresponding to the images

may then simply be omitted. One finds, however, that, with open-cir-

cuited harmonics and short-circuited images, the conversion loss is at

least .3 db, quite apart from the further losses due to the parasitics. As

an absolute theoretical limit, this conversion loss appears to be ex-

cessive. In seeking an escape from this limit, one naturally wonders if

open-circuited images might be appropriate for open-circuited harmonics.

Indeed, open-circuited images permit unity conversion gain. To deal

with open-circuited images, we may invert the infinite-dimensional

matrix
||
Y(m, n; s)

|| to obtain the conversion matrix in impedance

form

:

(_t)l'-'"l 1 _l_ t
2

z(™> n>
s
> = 1/in r^r* (102)

p(*o + i,) 1 — K

The images can now be open-circuited by considering only the 2X2
impedance matrix pertaining to the signals. This matrix may be inverted

to give the admittance matrix for open-circuited images:

rii = 0(*o + i.)
l €

€ 1

(103)

For the conversion between two frequencies differing by b/2ir, with all

images open-circuited, one has, in analogy with the short-circuit case,

Fin = Fout = GL = Ga = fi(u + Ovf=~p. (104)

The noise figure is found to be

T 1 + 0(2 - i)
F - l =

T, z{l-z){2-zr
(1°5)

where

= Vi- e- (loo)

For any value of z, the lowest noise figure is obtained when 6 equals 0,

that is, when the thermally generated current is negligible. For 6 = 0,

the minimum noise figure is 3.25 = 5.1 db; this occurs when z equals

0.45 and the conversion loss is 4.2 db. Evidently the noise performance
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with open-circuited harmonics is inferior to that obtainable with short-

circuited harmonics.

XIV. CONCLUSIONS

The nonlinear capacitance of a p-n junction can be used in amplifiers

and amplifying frequency converters. To the extent that the junction

exhibits pure capacitance, it will be noiseless in any of these applications.

Suitably designed p-n junctions are remarkably good nonlinear capaci-

tors at microwave frequencies, and preliminary experiments indicate

that good noise figures can be obtained.

A pulsed local-oscillator current is required for low-noise frequency

conversion with nonlinear resistance p-n junctions. This requirement is

a logical consequence not only of p-n junction theory, but also of earlier

metal-semiconductor rectification theories that assumed emission of

carriers across a barrier.
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